REDROSE
NUTRACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER

A World-Leading
Nutraceutical
Manufacturer
Specialising in capsules, tablets and softgels.
Redrose Nutraceutical produces weight management, general
health, herbal, botanical and sports nutrition products.

WWW.REDROSEMFG.COM

Your Nutraceutical
Manufacturing Partner

5,000,000+

tablets and capsules manufactured per day

We’re a world-leading manufacturer of nutraceutical products that specialises in
creating high quality tablets, capsules and softgels for our customers around the globe.
For over 25 years, we’ve worked to develop bespoke and off-the-shelf formulations for our customers, striving
to identify key trends whilst creating niche and cutting-edge products.
We are ISO 22000 accredited, work to strict Good Manufacturing Practice (G.M.P.) procedures, are approved to
manufacture certified organic products and are FDA registered.
Providing the best quality service and end product is crucial to us here at Redrose, which is why we centre our
entire operation around five core USPs.

Our 5 USPs
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Redrose Nutraceutical Manufacturer

Unrivalled
Turnaround
Time

Finest
Quality
Ingredients

Nutraceutical
Manufacturing
Experts

Expert
Support and
Advice

Low Minimum
Order Quantities
(MOQs)

We have one of the fastest
lead times within the
nutraceutical industry.

We only source ingredients
from our reputable
and trusted UK and EU
suppliers.

After over 25 years of
producing nutraceutical
products, we have a
bank of knowledge and
experience to share.

Our dedicated customer
service team has helped
to grow start-ups into
globally recognised
brands.

We help businesses of all sizes
to thrive and flourish, which
is why we offer low minimum
order quantities.

www.redrosemfg.com
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Our Product Range

Packaging Solutions

TOP 10 most popular products this year

We have an extensive range of off-the-shelf formulations available and perfected through years
of development and experience. However, if you have a specific capsule, tablet or softgel in
mind, our in-house technical team will be happy to custom-tailor a formulation and advise on
upcoming industry trends.

Capsules

Tablets

Softgels

• Wide range of capsule sizes available
• Vegan, vegetarian and gelatin
formats
• Variety of colour options both
standard and bespoke

• Wide range of tablet shapes and
sizes
• Vegan and vegetarian formats
• Chewable options available

• Wide range of softgel options
• Vegan, vegetarian and gelatin
formats

PRODUCT

KEY INGREDIENTS

BENEFITS/THERAPEUTIC ACTION

Calcium &
Vitamin D3
Tablets

Calcium, Vitamin D3

Calcium is a mineral that is necessary for bone formation and
maintenance. Vitamin D helps the body absorb calcium. A Calcium and
Vitamin D combination is used to treat or prevent a calcium deficiency.

Ketone
Capsules

Raspberry Ketones, Caffeine,
Kelp Extract, Apple Cider
Vinegar, Green Tea Extract

Raspberry Ketones are claimed to cause the fat within cells to be broken
down more effectively, helping your body burn fat faster. Apple Cider
Vinegar will help your body reach ketosis fast so you’ll start utilising fat
for fuel. Caffeine contributes to weight loss by increasing fat oxidation.
Green Tea reduces body weight by increasing energy expenditure and fat
oxidation. Kelp known for its richness in Iodine, contributes to energyyielding metabolism.

Brain Support
Tablets

Once you’ve created the perfect formulation for your customers, it’s then time
to think about how your product will be packaged. Packaging is extremely
important to consider, as it not only makes your products eye-catching and
attractive to customers, it’s also needed to ensure that your nutraceutical
products are kept safe and made easy for you to transport and store.
When working with Redrose you can select from the following.

Round Bottles
•

A range of different sizes, colours and
transparency options available

•

Made from either HDPE and PET plastics.
We are also currently working to supply
environmentally-friendly options made
from biodegradable materials and
recycled PET materials

Flat Bottles
•

Letter-box friendly because of their
shape

•

Range of size and colour options
available

Vitamin B1, Vitamin B6,
Vitamin B12, Ginkgo Leaf
Extract

Vitamin B1, Vitamin B6 and Vitamin B12 contribute to normal energy
yielding metabolism, normal psychological function, normal functioning
of the nervous system and reduction of tiredness and fatigue. Ginkgo Leaf
extract improves memory/concentration.

B Complex
Capsules

Vitamin B6, B5, B1, B9, B3, B12
Choline, Iron, Zinc, Vitamin
C, Vitamin D3 in combination
with herbal extracts

Supports brain health. Produces red blood cells. Supports hormone
production. Reduces stress.

Colon Cleanse
Capsules

Lactobacillus Acidophilus,
Psyllium Husk, Ginger Root
Extract, Fennel Seed Powder

Supports digestion and aids bowel movements, in turn, helping to
detoxify and cleanse the body.

Growth Plus
Capsules

Choline, Pea Protein, Bovine
Colostrum, Amino Acids

Rich in factors that promote growth and may help reach maximum
potential height. Supports bone growth, cartilage growth and mineral
density.

Inner Cleanse
Capsules

Psyllium Husk, Liquorice
Extract, Aloe Vera Extract,
Nettle Extract

Supports the body’s natural detoxification processes and helps to
maintain a healthy digestive system.

Electrolytes
Capsules

Calcium, Sodium, Potassium,
Magnesium

Helps to keep hydrated by providing electrolyte support.

Labelling

Omega 3 Fish
Oil Softgels

EPA & DHA

Support for overall wellness, including heart, brain, eye, and prenatal/
maternal health.

Flaxseed oil
Softgels

Flaxseed

Support for heart disease, high blood pressure, high levels of cholesterol
in the blood.

Labelling your bottles is a key part of our production
process. We will liaise with you to ensure we help your
design team provide all of the technical information
needed for ‘print ready’ artwork. Your products will then
arrive with you fully labelled and ready to sell.
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Lids
•

Wide selection available

•

Colours can be mixed and matched based upon
your preferences

•

Numerous plastic and metal options to choose from

www.redrosemfg.com
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Our USPs & High Standards
Super-fast Turnaround Times

Minimum Order Quantities

We endeavour to keep our turnaround times as low as possible and
are currently operating with one of the shortest lead times in the
industry. We aim to have the majority of our orders delivered to
customers in under six weeks and keep core ingredients stored on
site to make the process as efficient as possible.

By offering one of the lowest minimum order quantities in the
industry, we encourage smaller operations to come to us and take
advantage of our industry knowledge when needed.
Whilst we have the capability to produce up to 5 million capsules
and tablets per day, we also have the ability to deliver smaller
orders quickly and efficiently.

Our customer service team, along with your key contacts, will keep
you informed of our production schedules and when your order
will be complete.

Finest Quality Ingredients

Expert Support and Advice

We only use premium materials sourced through EU/UK brokers,
so that we can guarantee quality and ensure that our ingredients
are tested to the highest possible standards.

We have qualified health, nutrition and technical experts within
the business in order to develop new formulations and ensure high
quality end products for our customers.

Over the years, we’ve built up a trusted bank of contacts and also
back-up suppliers to ensure that we always have a solid supply
chain for our customer orders.

From start-ups placing minimum order quantities, to multi-million
pound corporations placing orders for hundreds of thousands of
units, all are welcomed here at Redrose and we guide each and
every customer through our process.

Nutraceutical Manufacturing Experts
Because of our 25 years serving the nutraceutical industry, we
know the sector inside-out. Around 40% of our products are
exported across the world and we have vast experience of working
with businesses of all different shapes and sizes to help them
achieve their goals.
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Our Digital Tracking System
All of our USPs fall in-line with our ISO-commended Enterprise Resource
System. This full digital system allows us to do the following:
• Have full traceability of your products within our manufacturing process
using batch numbers
• Efficiently plan ingredient allocation and ensure we have all of the correct
ingredients on site to process your order in the best time possible
• Keep track and provide you updates with the progress of your order, down
to the minute

Our Environmental Promise

Corporate Responsibility

We are currently operating a minimal waste to landfill policy and are working closely with our
recycling partner to reduce this further. All of our surplus capsules and tablets are taken for
bio-conversion into gas or fertiliser and all of our other materials are reused wherever possible,
or recycled in the case of plastics, glass, cardboard and paper.

At Redrose, we believe that to grow as a business, it’s important to give back to the community and those
in need around us. We currently have an on-going partnership with the Chernobyl Children’s Lifeline charity
who we donate a significant number of bottles of health supplements to each year, in order to help improve
the health of the children who are unfortunately still impacted by this tragic event.

We’ve put plans in place to be able to offer our customers more sustainable packaging and
already offer organic and clean-label products.

In addition to this, we regularly fundraise amongst our staff, whilst making regular donations from our profits to
local food banks, national charities and animal support charities that are close to the heart of our owner.

Redrose Nutraceutical Manufacturer

www.redrosemfg.com
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Contact the Redrose team today who
will be happy to answer any questions

David Goodings
Managing Director

Vast Capabilities
sales@redrosemfg.com
0191 3858355

A world-leading
manufacturer
of nutraceutical
The Redrose Process
products

Jack Pascoe
Business Development Manager

Here at Redrose
we MORE
have an
policy which means you’re more than welcome
FIND OUT
ONopen
OURdoor
WEBSITE
to arrange a visit to our manufacturing facility at any time. We’ll show you through the
factory, introduce you to our team and talk you through all of the product options we
WWW.REDROSEMFG.COM
have on offer.

Specialising in capsules,
tablets and
It’s important
to us that our customers know exactly how we work, so that we can
softgels. We produce
weight
management,
provide the most efficient service possible. Here’s our five-step process.
general health, herbal and botanicals
and sports nutrition products.

Jeanette Peacock

Sales Enquiry
and Order
We have a dedicated quality team in place who are continually working to ensure we meet
and further
Processing Administrator
improve upon our already high standards. We are ISO 22000 accredited through both Lloyds Register Quality
Assurance Limited and QMS International Limited and work to strict GMP standards throughout our facility.

Your Call, Email or Enquiry
The first step, naturally, is to get in contact with us. Speak to one of our
dedicated advisors, let them know what you’re looking for and they’ll
advise you on the options available.

r Policy

he team
any point
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A Quote
Redrose Manufacturing Limited
21 A/B Cherry Way • Dubmire Industrial Estate
Fence Houses • Co. Durham • England • DH4 5RJ

Company Registration Number - 03016251
VAT Registration Number. 686 7589 54

Unrivalled
Turnaround
Time

Finest
Quality
Ingredients

We aim to provide a quote within 48 hours of your initial conversation. An

Nutraceutical
Expert
Low Minimum
online quote will
be emailed through
to you detailing your product and
Manufacturing
Support and
Order Quantities
the
manufacturing
cost
involved.
You’ll
Experts
Advice
(MOQs) also be provided with the contact

details of the member of staff who put your quote together, so if you have
any queries, you can contact them directly.

Manufacturing
Once you’ve confirmed that you’d like to go ahead with the quote, our team
of experienced manufacturing technicians take over. At this point we should
also be able to give you a rough calculation on when your products should
be ready to be dispatched.

Quality Check

Global Distribution
Our warehousing team works tirelessly to ensure that your products are delivered to you
safely and on-time.
We also work directly with Amazon and other UK and global distribution and fulfilment centres to help make the
full process as streamlined as possible for you. Our warehouse team has many years experience and works with our
customers to ensure we offer the best possible service, whether that involves local and national couriers, hauliers or
shipping agents from across the world.
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All products manufactured with us go through rigorous quality checks to
ensure that the best possible products are delivered to you. Whilst many of
our high-tech machines have in-built quality checks, we also take samples
of each batch created to ensure both human and computer testing has been
completed.

Your Product
Once all of your nutraceutical products have been manufactured,
arrangements can be made for Redrose to distribute them to you on your
behalf, or alternatively we can also arrange for your order to be sent to a
fulfilment centre of your choice.

www.redrosemfg.com
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Our Valued Customers

Partner With Us

The best way to learn about a business is to hear from its customers.
Here are a few extracts from our latest customer feedback forms.

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about the work we do here at Redrose. We’d once
again like to extend our offer for you to come and arrange a visit to our factory, so we can give you
a tour around the facility and discuss your exact requirements.
Here at Redrose, we endeavour to provide the highest quality nutraceutical products and are quickly growing into a worldleading manufacturer thanks to our partnerships around the globe.

“High quality products, excellent
cooperation and commitments,
made Redrose our first choice
in every project”

Whether you’re looking for tablets, capsules or softgel products, we’re more than happy to
help and use our 25 years of industry knowledge and experience to help you develop a
profitable end-product.
If you’d like to learn more about us, please visit our website www.redrosemfg.com, or if
you’d like to contact us directly regarding an order, you’ll find our details below.

Shwan A. Omar
Managing Director & Co-Founder
Frnam Company, Iraq

Thank you again and we’d like to wish you every success in your nutraceutical ventures,

“We’ve been working with Redrose
for close to five years and they’ve
significantly contributed to the
growth of our business. I would highly
recommend their service to anyone
looking for a reliable supplement
manufacturing partner.”

David Goodings
Redrose Manufacturing Ltd

“Redrose offer very quick turnarounds and
have friendly staff who are always happy to
go that extra mile to make sure our needs
are always met.”

“Just to let you know we have
received the order today – everything
is looking great! I am so impressed
with the speed and quality you
provided. Miles ahead of other
suppliers – and I have worked with
many! I am going to focus on getting
this product on the shelf now, and
will be in touch again soon.”
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“Redrose has been our product
manufacturer for many years now, the
company has very quick turnarounds and
friendly staff who are always happy to go
that extra mile to make sure our needs
are met. Products are always delivered on
time and communication is always great
from all the team. In an industry that’s
constantly changing we feel Redrose’s ability
and willingness to diversify their offering
to us has helped us greatly in growing as a
business and we will continue to use their
services into the future.”

WWW.REDROSEMFG.COM

Redrose
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REDROSE
NUTRACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER

REDROSE
NUTRACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER

Ready to get started?
Contact the Redrose team today who
will be happy to answer any questions
sales@redrosemfg.com
0191 3858355

FIND OUT MORE ON OUR WEBSITE

WWW.REDROSEMFG.COM

Redrose Manufacturing Limited
21 A/B Cherry Way • Dubmire Industrial Estate
Fence Houses • Co. Durham • England • DH4 5RJ

Company Registration Number - 03016251
VAT Registration Number. 686 7589 54

A World-Leading
Nutraceutical
Manufacturer
Specialising in capsules, tablets and softgels.
Redrose Nutraceutical produces weight management,
general health, herbal and botanicals and
sports nutrition products.
WWW.REDROSEMFG.COM

